
BREATHEX PRO
Installation Guide
1. Deck preparation

Ensure that the roof deck is clean and free of debris, old fasteners, or sharp protrusions that might puncture the underlayment.

2. Sheet placement
Always run the sheet horizontally. Place the sheet with the printed side up, with the bottom edge parallel with but slightly overhanging the 
eave of the roof. Then follow the 3" lap-lines for placement of each succeeding sheet. Vertical laps should be a minimum of 6". For low 
slopes, less than 3 in 12, lap the sheet 25” to the lower center lap-line for a double ply installation, as required by most shingle 
manufacturers.

3. Fastening the sheet
Apply fasteners every 6" along the edges of the sheet as marked, and in a staggered pattern throughout the body of the sheet as marked. 
Use the 2" grid as reference. Acceptable Fasteners: 1" plastic cap roofing nails with standard 3/8" head corrosion resistant roofing nails. 
We do not recommend using staples. For Extreme Wind Conditions add extra cap nails along bottom edges and middle of each sheet. If 
covering with roofing immediately, the recommended nail spacing may be relaxed.

4. Sealants
Apply sealants where required for laps or for damage repair. Where seams or joints are specified to require sealant or adhesive, use a 
high quality, low solvent, asphalt roofing cement meeting ASTM D-4586 Type 1, Federal Spec SS-153 Type 1. Follow sealant 
manufacturer’s application instructions. Also apply sealant over any holes created during installation or by mis-driven fasteners.
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Caution
Always use good footwear to work on a roof. Breathex has one of the best walking surfaces for foot grip on a roof slope. However always 
use traction soled footwear and observe safe roofing codes and practices required by OSHA Regulation Standard 29CFR, fall protection 
systems criteria and practices 1926.502. Follow all national fall protection standards.

The information provided herein, while not guaranteed, is to the best of our knowledge true and accurate. Except when agreed to in 
writing for specific conditions of use, no warranty or guarantee expressed or implied is made regarding the performance of any 
products, since the manner of use and handling are beyond our control. The user of such information assumes all risk connected with 
the use thereof. Nothing contained herein is to be construed as permission or as a recommendation to infringe any patent.
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ADVANCED BREATHABLE SYNTHETIC ROOFING UNDERLAYMENT

5. UV and weather exposure time
Keep the roof-top exposure time as short as practical. Breathex is designed for a maximum of 3 months of exposure to UV. It is not 
intended to be used as a temporary roof for that period. Its purpose is to provide a secondary protective layer beneath the finish roofing. 
If used as a temporary roof during construction there may be potential for some leakage to occur during rain periods at fasteners or due 
to wind driven rain being forced under a lap. NOTE: If any wet spots or wet deck occurs beneath the underlayment during application 
this moisture will eventually dry upwards through the underlayment. 

6. Attic ventilation
Use a breathable underlayment and add vents where required to help avoid attic mold. Older homes typically have higher attic humidity. 
When re-roofing an older home always choose a breathable underlayment as a wise precaution to help release attic humidity.


